Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Lorna Abrahams

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Currently, Fairfield Park is part of Lambridge, along with Larkhall. The proposals would
move Fairfield Park to Walcot, while Larkhall would become simply "Larkhall". This is
ignoring the key links between Fairfield Park and Larkhall, and claiming there are links
between Fairfield Park and Walcot! The bus route 6A links Fairfield and Larkhall, going
from the city centre, along Camden, around Fairfield Park, down into Larkhall, then back
along Camden to the city centre; there is still considerable feeling that the 6 and 7
routes should return to being linked as the 6A is - there are numerous article in the Bath
Chronicle which back this up. The local health centre for Fairfield Park and most of
Larkhall is the Fairfield Park Health Centre (with easy access by bus from Larkhall, hence
why the preference for Fairfield as opposed to Grosvenor Surgery on the London Road).
The nearest post office for Fairfield Park is in Larkhall, as is the nearest supermarket
(Larkhall co-op), butchers (Larkhall Butchers) and deli (Goodies Delicatessen). There
aren't many shops in Fairfield Park now (just one corner shop remains), which has
encouraged even more of a connection with Larkhall, where the independent traders are
still flourishing. You state the the new ward boundaries should "reflect the interests and
identities of local communities" Walcot has more of a city centre feel to the area, from
the 'rat run' of Camden, down to the London Road and the 'Bohemian' feel of Walcot
Street. Fairfield Park has a more 'rural' outlook, with the surrounding hills and fields. As
such, surely the interests and identities of both are wildly different? The factors which
would affect Walcot would usually relate to the main roads and city centre, whereas those
which would affect Fairfield Park would relate more to the closure of the post office
(incidentally meaning our nearest post office is Larkhall), the lack of public toilets (again,
the nearest is in Larkhall Square, albeit now privately run), and changes to the bus
service (which the campaigners want to return to being linked with Larkhall, as the 6A
still is). I've lived in Fairfield Park my entire life (35 years), and have always felt that
Fairfield Park and Larkhall go together. I went to school in Larkhall (St Saviours and St
Mark's), my first job was in Larkhall. I don't feel I can share any "identity" with Walcot,
and I certainly don't have strong "interests" in the things which would effect the current
Walcot ward. I feel that the bulk of Walcot ward (as currently exists) would mean that
any issues that a Fairfield Park resident wanted to raise, would be likely to be 'swept
under the carpet' or 'shelved' due to the apparently more pressing nature of issues
relating to those residents closer to the city centre. Generally speaking, from the
information online during the campaign to stop the construction of a Park and Ride on
Bathampton Meadows, those in Larkhall and Fairfield Park were not in favour of it being
built (our local councillors were against the construction, and we saw it as an important
area to keep natural), whereas those closer to the city centre were in favour (in
particular, the councillor elected for Abbey ward was very vocal in favour of the park and
ride as a way of reducing the cars entering their part of the city). So keeping Fairfield
Park in the same ward as Larkhall would actually make a lot of sense, when viewed
alongside that. As a final question, the boundaries are meant to ensure that the
councillors have an equal number of voters - has this taken into account the numerous
large housing developments that are currently being undertaken on the old MOD sites?
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Rosemary Ainsworth

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
My comments refer to the proposal to abolish Lambridge Ward and redistribute voters to other wards including a new one-representative Larkhall Ward. My
concerns for the new Larkhall Ward boundaries are as follows: 1) The western boundary includes a bizal'TE! kink which leaves St Saviours church and its
surrounding roads (Holland, Wallace, Claremont and Dowding) detached from St Saviours primary and junior schools and all the shops and facllltles of Larkhall
only a few 100 yards away. Z) The old Ballbrook vlllage should be Included In Larkhall. This has always looked to Larkhall for Its shops and schools, not to
Batheaston almost a mile in the other direction. I feel a logical eastern boundary would include Eveleigh Avenue and be east of Bailbrook House Hotel.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Baas Aldred
16 February 2018 09:03
reviews
Lambridge / Larkhall

Sir/Madam
Your current plans to divide the present ward to a smaller Larkhall are flawed. The areas hived off such as ourselves
in the western part of Bailbrook are part of the Larkhall community and for example we have no affinity with
Batheaston. We urge that you reconsider.
Baas and Valerie Aldred
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Andrews
23 January 2018 09:35
Owen, David
Combe Down Boundary changes

Hi David,
I understand you are the person to contact regarding the proposed movement of the Combe Down Council
boundary? I have been to the website to see the new proposed boundary and I live in one of the houses to be
impacted by this move. Could you please detail the consequence of the proposals for the houses in the affected
area?
I do understand the need for new boundaries are because of all the new residents expected in the Mulberry Park
houses, but I object to this change as splitting the historic village into 2 separate council boundaries seems like the
least desirable solution.
Many Thanks,
Mark
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Judith Ann Stuart

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The eastern edge of the Combe Down Ward should not go through the middle of the
village, as it splits up the community. The boundary should be to the east, where the
natural break comes before the university. Perrymead should be in Widcombe. The whole
New Mulberry Park community should be in Combe Down, so it is not split up.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Andrew Arnott

E-mall:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: N/A

Comment text:
I would like to abject to the proposal for splitting Combe Down Village in two, in line with the detailed objections submitted by Martin Coulson on behalf of the
Combe Down Heritage Society. As well as fully supporting their objection and recommendations for alternative proposals, I would also like to express a specific
concern relatlng to proposing the Long Drung, an ancient walklng route and publlc footpath upon which I llve, as the new boundaiy between wards. As an
adopted publlc footpath which ls l'lanked by private boundaries and therefore afforded llmlted protection, we already have concerns for the preservation of this
very special feature within the Conservation Area. In the two and a half years we have lived here we have already witnessed an erosion of its character
through significant changes along its boundaries - both with and without the consent of the planners, including detrimental alterations to the existing stone
walllng/capplng, the punching through of addltlonal access points and the encroachment of substantlal resldentlal development of Inappropriate scale and
density, blocklng views and grabbing gardens. As a fonner member of a friends group for a public open space which straddled 4 wards In Bristol, the group
experienced all manner of problems when trying to preserve the space for the wider community, to resolve issues or to seek funds for improvements due to the
complexity of having to deal with 4 different - and sometimes opposed - councillors and the associated red tape this involved, as well as engaging with 4
different communities. Dividing Combe Down along the Long Drung will potentially open up all sorts of similar issues, dividing a community in half either side of
the footway and splitting the nucleus and historic core of the old vlllage Itself.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Sarah Arnott

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I would like to abject to the proposal for splitting Combe Down Village in two, in line with the detailed objections submitted by Martin Coulson on behalf of the
Combe Down Heritage Society. As well as fully supporting their objection and recommendations for alternative proposals, I would also like to express a specific
concern relatlng to proposing the Long Drung, an ancient walklng route and publlc footpath upon which I llve, as the new boundaiy between wards. As an
adopted publlc footpath which ls l'lanked by private boundaries and therefore afforded llmlted protection, we already have concerns for the preservation of this
very special feature within the Conservation Area. In the two and a half years we have lived here we have already witnessed an erosion of its character
through significant changes along its boundaries - both with and without the consent of the planners, including detrimental alterations to the existing stone
walllng/capplng, the punching through of addltlonal access points and the encroachment of substantlal resldentlal development of Inappropriate scale and
density, blocklng views and grabbing gardens. As a fonner member of a friends group for a public open space which straddled 4 wards In Bristol, the group
experienced all manner of problems when trying to preserve the space for the wider community, to resolve issues or to seek funds for improvements due to the
complexity of having to deal with 4 different - and sometimes opposed - councillors and the associated red tape this involved, as well as engaging with 4
different communities. Dividing Combe Down along the Long Drung will potentially open up all sorts of similar issues, dividing a community in half either side of
the footway and splitting the nucleus and historic core of the old vlllage Itself.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Toby Atley
18 February 2018 09:58
reviews
Larkhall Ward Changes, BA1

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing about the proposed changes to the Larkhall ward boundaries.
In line with your own criteria to preserve community identity andand efficient and convenient, I see this proposed
change as being wrong, and inappropriate. This should be ameanded, Larkhall is the hub of a larger community
beyond Fairfield Park and Claremont and this should be reflected in it's boundaries.
Please amend this ridiculous "cost saving" exercise to reflect the true requirements of our local area.
Sincerely,
Toby Atley
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Chartes Baines

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I understand the reasons for making boundary changes, but am horrified that the thriving community of Widcombe where I have lived for over 50 years has
been carved up into five pieces, which will completely lose it's identity. The very active Widcombe Association has come up with what seems a very sensible
altematlve plan, which joins us to our neighbouring Lyncombe with whom we share the street names of Lyncombe Vale, Lyncombe Hiii etc. When we turned St
Marks Church Into a Community Centre It was because of the dose link between Lyncombe and Wldcombe churches. Do please reconsider the new boundary
arrangements so that Widcombe does not lose it's identity.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Jenny Bakhoff

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I disagree with changing my area
from Westmoreland to
Southdown, it would make better sense to change us to Oldfield Park, by the proposed
boundary map, it would also mean we would keep the same councillor(s)

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Local Government Boundary Commission - reference BANES

Dear Sirs
We are writing as residents of Bath & North East Somerset living in Widcombe,
Bath.
We would like to comment on the draft proposals for new wards in the City of Bath.
We feel that the proposed changes for the Widcombe ward area are not satisfactory
and do not meet the stated aims of the LGBC, other than in respect of voter
equality.
The draft proposals result in the strong, vibrant and connected community of
Widcombe being split across five wards for local council representation. This
would greatly complicate communications and community engagement on local
issues, eroding the efficient working of our local government.
In Lyncombe Vale Road we are very much part of Widcombe yet these proposals
move us to another, disconnected, ward. We have strong social, transport and
amenity links to Widcombe and this is our community. We believe that we should
be included in an extended Widcombe & Lyncombe ward. We believe wards can be
designed to still achieve the equality of voters objective whilst better reflecting our
local community.
We believe the ward proposals should be reconsidered to better reflect our strong
local community and achieve consistency of local representation with
predominately two councillor wards (for example by combining Widcombe &
Lyncombe).
We are aware that the Widcombe Association has proposed an alternative way to
achieve the stated aims for ward design, including electoral equality, and commend
these proposals to you.
Yours faithfully
Simon and Patricia Barker

To:
Mr David Owen – Review Officer
Local Government Boundary Commission
Submission to the Local Government Boundary Commission
Re. Bath and North East Somerset – Combe Down ward

I am writing to express my opposition to proposed boundary changes which would affect Combe Down.
Combe Down/Claverton
The proposed new boundary between Combe Down and Claverton wards is based on the line of a centuries old
pathway which runs through the village of Combe Down, linking different valleys. This does not constitute any kind
of natural boundary or division between different areas.
Combe Down has a clear historical identity, development having been largely based on the mining of local stone.
Despite now being part of Bath city Combe Down continues to have a distinct identity as a separate area, not least
because of the physical geography, being placed high on the hill above the city centre. There are a range of
businesses and facilities used by local residents and accessible to many on foot (e.g. shops, GP, primary school,
churches, pubs, allotments). There are a variety of activities for different age groups based in the village (e.g.
children’s ballet, film society, pub choir).
The proposed boundary would dissect the village leaving those on the East, myself included, in the proposed
Claverton ward, although the facilities we use are less than 5 minutes’ walk away on the ‘other side’ of Combe
Down. It would also leave those on the Eastern side of the village without any representation on matters which
affect us in the rest of Combe Down if our local councillors are representing a Claverton ward.
Rather than cutting through the middle of some of the oldest parts of Combe Down it would be more logical for the
Eastern boundary to be placed further to the East, to incorporate Shaft Road and nearby housing but not extending
as far as Ralph Allen school (although many local children attend this school it has a larger catchment area).
The new housing development at Mulberry Park, on the old MOD site, will clearly have a very significant impact on
future population figures but this should not be allowed to affect the integrity of the original Combe Down village.
Perrymead
The proposal to include Perrymead within Combe Down ward does not fit with any sense of community identity.
Although superficially it appears that Perrymead adjoins Combe Down the physical geography means that in reality
there is little connection between the two communities. The very steep hills and limited vehicular access mean that
people in Perrymead, which is much lower down, tend to go further down into Widcombe and the city centre, rather
than to the top of the hill in Combe Down.

Sara Barna

15.2.18

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Barrett
02 February 2018 16:33
reviews
Proposed boundary changes in BANES

I would like to register our objection to the proposed changes to the boundary of the Lambridge
ward.
We live in Fairfield Park, and feel that we are part of the community that centres on Larkhall
village. We use the village shops regularly and attend events at the New Oriel Hall, and take part
in the Larkhall Open Studios, when a number of the houses in Fairfield Park are included in the
trail. All these things help to bind the community, and therefore it makes sense democratically for
us to be represented by local councillors who represent the whole of the community and who
would work on our behalf on the local issues that are relevant to the whole community. A prime
example of this is the recent changes to the 6/7 bus routes.
Please therefore leave the Lambridge ward untouched, and look elsewhere to make the small
savings that this change may possibly generate.
Yours Sincerely
David and Shirley Barrett
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Nicholas Beach

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Ward Boundary Consultation From Nicholas Beach
Local Government Boundary Commission ref: BANES ........ Dear Sirs I am writing as
a resident of Bath & North East Somerset
I would like
to comment on the draft proposals for new wards in the City of Bath. I feel that the
proposed changes for the Widcombe ward area are not satisfactory and do not meet the
stated aims of the LGBC, other than in respect of voter equality. The draft proposals
result in the strong, vibrant and connected community of Widcombe being split across
five wards for local council representation. This would greatly complicate communications
and community engagement on local issues, eroding the efficient working of our local
government. In the Perrymead area we are very much part of Widcombe yet these
proposals move us to another, disconnected, ward. We have strong social, transport and
amenity links to Widcombe and this is our community. We believe that we should be
included in an extended Widcombe & Lyncombe ward. We believe wards can be designed
to still achieve the equality of voters objective whilst better reflecting our local
community. I believe the ward proposals should be reconsidered to better reflect our
strong local community and achieve consistency of local representation with
predominately two councillor wards ( for example by combining Widcombe & Lyncombe). I
am aware that the Widcombe Association has proposed an alternative way to achieve the
stated aims for ward design, including electoral equality, and commend these proposals to
you. Yours faithfully, Nicholas and Victoria Beach

Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Martyn Bean

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Re proposed changes to Combe Down. Splitting the ward in 2 and moving the eastern
part into Claverton makes no sense geographically as there is a large belt of agricultural
and wooded land between the two wards. The concerns of the residents of Combe Down
are thus very different from those of Claverton Down being separated in this way,
particularly in view of the presence of the University in Claverton, which has little or no
impact on Combe Down. Of far greater importance is the historical association within the
village and the current development taking place at Mulberry Park. Moving us into
Claverton would prevent us from having any voice in this, which would have far greater
impact on our lives than anything involving Claverton

Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

David Beard

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The proposal to re-draw parish boundaries and align Bathampton with
Claverton/Southstoke would appear to hold few benefits for the residents of Bathampton,
whose community interests are much more closely associated with those of Batheaston
and Bathford. The issues facing Bathampton residents include traffic congestions, public
transport, local services, the preservation of water meadows and planning applications;
each of these issues require a holistic approach which includes the two adjacent Avon
valley parishes. Both Claverton and Southstoke are physically distant from Bathampton
(for example, there is no public transport service that links these three communities) and
their priorities are clearly quite different. Therefore, as a long-standing resident of
Bathampton, I would be opposed to the boundary changes which are under consideration.

Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

David Beaven

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am concerned that an area such as Bathavon South will only have one councillor, I'm
sure there are more. This would make a result very political, depending on the party of
the councillor elected. My other concern is that where the original boundaries were
restricted to the City boundary, by moving the proposed boundary they would reduce the
Parish boundaries, making them less effective.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:
E-mall:

Don Bees

Postcode:

Organisation Name: Individual
Comment text:
I've only just found out about the proposals ta replace the 2 councillor Ward of Lambridge with a 1 councilor ward of Larkhall. A lot of people living in Larkhall
who are currenlty in Lambridge, will be in Walcot Ward. This makes no sense they are withing a few hundred yards of the centre of Larkhall and their polling
station. Larkhall rs a vibrant community the proposed boundary wlll split this community. I understand that one of your criteria when deciding on boundrles Is
to preserve communities. The current proposal do not do that. You do not meet your other crlterea of 'efficient and convenient' The new boundry Is neither of
these. I 've spoken to many local people, none of them knew anything about the changes until I explained it to them. This is not democratic. I understand that
you had to cut the number of councillors in Bath from 65 tp 59. A better solution would be to amalgamate the new Walcot ward with Larkhall, plus people
llvlng In Ballbrook Lane - making a larger ward with 3 counclllors. Have you thought of this?
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Lesley Bees

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
As a resident of the current Lambridge ward I find the arbitary drawing of lines on the
map to exclude certain roads very odd. It is contrary to your supposed aims of
preserving communities. The proposed new boundary along Wallace Road, will exclude St
Saviours Church from Larkhall, a key social hub, together with the people living around
the church - in Downding Road, part of St Saviour's road etc. On the other side of the
Ward the boundary is the A46 - which on paper looks logical, but over looks the fact that
the people living just over the bridge in Bailbrook Lane concider themselves to be
Larkhall, not Batheaston. Your other criterea of efficience and convenience are also not
met. The polling stations in Larkhall are much nearer for these people to travel too.
These proposed changes will cut a community up - we have a very strong community
identity with Fairfield Park and the other areas I have mention. I urge you to think again.
Lesley Bees.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Chris Beezley

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Regarding the proposal to construct a new ward called Claverton Down with only one
Councillor, I wish to point out that this ward would include the University of Bath with
over 17,000 students, many of whom vote locally, thus distorting the estimated number
of electors. With the needs of students (and the University itself) often very different
from those of permanent residents, I would wish to see this ward treated as a special
case and allocated two Councillors (in the same way that Bathwick Ward is now) to deal
with the wide range of (often conflicting) issues that will inevitably arise.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Chris Beezley

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I understand that the proposed new Claverton Dawn Ward is forecast to comprise 2,278 electors, of which over half (1,288) are assumed to be students at the
University of Bath. I wish to object to the prospect of residing in a ward in which the majority of constituents would have very different priorities from those of
permanent residents. The current Bathwlck Ward comprises 3,169 electors and so students comprise 40% of the electorate. With a student population of over
17,000 at the University of Bath,I find It hard to believe that only 1,288 would wish to cast their vote In Bath. What Is the basis and level of confidence of the
1,288 figure?
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Judith Bell

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
It's easy to say that these changes will make no effective difference to people - in that
case, why do it? They will undermine people's sense of historic and community identity,
which is very strongly felt in a society. Splitting roads in half, so that each half is in a
different ward, makes no sense at all and adds to the sense of impotence and frustration.
If 'social media and new technology [are] making it easier to engage with constituents
and more easily resolve queries with council services' (as per the Council's decision of
May 2017), surely this also makes it possible to deal with constituencies/wards in their
existing boundaries. It feels like tinkering, and will undoubtedly be reversed in the future
- cf the County of Avon.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Philip Bendall

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Regarding the proposed boundary for the Widcombe ward, the western boundary along
the middle of Holloway seems anomalous with the houses on the western side of the road
(but not the eastern) and Magdalen Avenue, Magdalen Road and Park Avenue being
proposed as part of Oldfield Park ward. The natural focuses of this area are Widcombe
and Bear Flat. The boundary being in the centre of the Wells Road and then Wellsway up
to Greenway Lane would be more in line with residents' affiliations.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

peter BENGEY

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I do not believe your proposed new ward of Oldfield Park will benefit the residents or the
new councillors to be. It is too large and needs to be split at Brougham Hayes along
through St Kildas Rd and include the properties and area to the east of Victoria Bridge Rd
to Sainsbury's. I am hoping the number of residents in this proposed area will be in line
with the numbers you have suggested. to become a 2 councillor ward. The remaining
area down to just before Churchill Bridge could then become a one-councillor ward. After
all this area has nothing in common with the other and so has no community identity. My
proposed 2-councillor area is nearly all residential and has the benefit of community
groups such as Speedwatch, Snow Patrol, Litter Pickers and a Residents' Action Group. As
for there being effective local government - should the new councillors to be come from
three different groups or parties they will be far less effective as they will be having to
cover such a large area. They will not be able to break it down in to thirds like 3
councillors from the same group or party could do. It must be remembered that most
councillors have jobs on top of being councillors. We as residents would get a far poorer
service from them which would not fulfil your aim of effective local government. The pay
of a councillor does not enable most people to be able to have it as their only income.
From what I see with our current two councillors it is already a time-consuming job for
them so to add a further 2,230 or so residents for them to represent would be far too
much. I think this new Ward should become either a three councillor one or a two and a
one. Name-wise we could still be Westmoreland and Oldfield Park.(East and West if it
becomes three separate wards.) That would benefit all the residents and councillors and
give every one a fair service and not be such a strain on councillors. You are reducing
the pool of possible future councillors to be due to too much work for poor pay.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Pat beswick

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
To increase the Westmoreland area is ridiculous this being the main student area giving many problems as it is, leave well alone so that they can carry an their
good work
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Mr C V Betts CB, FREng & Rev’d P J Betts

To The Local Government Boundary Commission for England
Dear Sir or Madam
Re: draft recommendations for new ward boundaries across Bath and North East
Somerset
We refer to the proposed changes to boundaries in Widcombe, Bath. We are residents of
nearby Bathwick but worshipped for many years in St Thomas à Becket and St Matthew’s
churches which comprise Widcombe Benefice; further, Rev’d Patricia Betts was the Priest
in Charge of the Benefice from 1998 to 2005. We are also both still members of the
Widcombe Association and support local events and local businesses there.
It seems to us wholly unacceptable to split Widcombe in the way shown in the draft
recommendations, which would place St Thomas’s, the oldest church in Bath dating back
to the late 1400’s, outside its historic home in Widcombe. This would also apply to the
adjacent and historic Widcombe Manor!
We completely agree with the views of the Widcombe Association on this and on their
wider concerns about the draft proposals, and we strongly commend their counter
proposals to you.
Yours faithfully
Charles and Pat Betts

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Rebecca Binns

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The new single Chew Valley ward looks too big geographically for 1 person to represent.
Our village, Compton Martin has more in common in terms of services and issues with
the other ‘foot of Mendip’ villages, which are going to be covered now by the smaller
Mendip ward. Not sure why that is.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Jo Bloomfield

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I think that the proposal to enlarge the boundary of Oldfield Park is a mistake. Currently we are a tight knit community with common goals. One of which is to
kerb the amount of HMOs in our area to a reasonable limit in line with councils own supposed limits. I believe that by widening our community area lines it will
make It look on paper as If the problem Is slgnlflcantly reduced as you have a larger land mass called Oldfleld Park and so the percentages wlll go down and
look better. Govemments and Counclls love moving goal posts to make their statistics look wondelful. In this Instance I think you are doing our community a
disservice. I cannot think of one reason that will make this proposal help to make the lives of Oldfield Park residents any easier or improved.
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Response to the
Local Government Boundary Commission for England’s
Draft Recommendations for Ward Boundary Changes
for Bath and North East Somerset
from
Nicolette Boater

Synopsis
This submission is written in a personal capacity, drawing on professional experience of
governance in Bath and North East Somerset and Lyncombe ward resident experience.
Following a review of the contextual factors impacting on the effectiveness with which the
Council (as a whole and at ward level) is governed, and analysis of the Bear Flat Association’s
February 2018 Ward Boundary evidence, it argues that:
•
•
•

The majority of Bath wards should remain 2 councillor wards;
Whilst the integrity of the Bear Flat community needs to be enshrined in the ward boundary,
partnering is a better strategy than going it alone;
A combined Bear Flat & Widcombe ward would strengthen both communities, not least by
internalising the past, recent and current concerns surrounding the natural assets and wellused community amenities of Beechen Cliff and Alexandra Park.

Having analysed the electoral data presented by both the Bear Flat and Widcombe
associations in their respective responses to this consultation, it affirms that there is ample
scope for negotiating an electorally viable 2 councillor ward including all of the community
amenities critical to both the Bear Flat and Widcombe communities, whilst also making for
more effective governance.
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2

Factors influencing governance in Bath & North East Somerset

3
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12

Appendix 2 : Question 3 responses to the Bear flat Association Survey
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Introduction
1. This submission is made in a personal capacity but from a professional as well as resident
perspective. In particular, it draws on knowledge and experience gained as
•

An Independent Consultant with a portfolio of projects, responsibilities and research
interests around sustainable development, governance, complex systems and community
enterprise, and some 25 years policy-making and business strategy experience gained
within diverse public and private sector organisations;

2. As such, I understand the need for this ward boundary review and welcome this consultation.
Whilst recognising the complexities and uncertainties this reconfiguration brings, I also see it as an
opportunity to build stronger and more vibrant communities, improve democratic access and make
local governance fit for the 21st century.

Figure 1: My analytical approach

3. My evidence comprises:

1

•
•

A review of the factors influencing effective governance in Bath & North East Somerset;
Key findings from the Bear Flat Association’s February 2018 Ward Boundary evidence;

•

Guiding principles and a specific proposal for ward boundaries from 2018.

Principally in the definition and evaluation of the 6 options in the Bear Flat Association survey questions, and
as lead author for their Ward Boundary briefing document and 9.2.18 presentation slides. (these documents are
available on http://bearflat.org.uk/ward-boundaries/ ).
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Consequently policy and decision-making processes are becoming more complex, involve more
organisations, and impact on more, and more diverse, stakeholder groups.
9. Bath vs. North East Somerset issues
The issues faced by the more urban Bath wards differ from those of the less densely populated
rural areas of the authority. For example in regard to such as air pollution, transport strategy, or
development within a UNESCO World Heritage city and its setting, Bath is often impacted by
policies decided over a much larger area. Consequently many issues of resident concern cut
across ward boundaries and this adds to the volume and complexity of Councillor’s workload. The
problem is also compounded by the fact that Bath wards, unlike those in North East Somerset are
unparished.
10. The number of councillors per ward
Although ideology and personal preference also have a role to play, frequently made observations
on the relative merits of single versus multi-councillor are summarised below.

Figure 3: Slide 6 from the 9.2.18 Bear Flat Association presentation

The Bear Flat Association’s February 2018 evidence
9th February Public meeting
11. Leaflets and posters publicising this were delivered to households within the Bear Flat area and
notices posted in prominent Bear Flat locations on 1st February. The meeting itself was held at
7pm on Friday 9th February and ended around 8.30pm. It was attended by between 40 and 50
people, of which around 90% were over 65 and around 70% were male.
12. The founder and former chair of the Bear Flat Association (BFA) introduced the discussion of
options, with an overview of the context (largely historical and Bear Flat centric) of the LGBC ward
boundary review. He spoke for between 30 and 40 minutes, and in so doing his preference for a
Bear Flat or Lyncome only ward options was apparent. 12 other BFA members spoke in the
plenary session, of which only two were female. Of those who didn’t speak some admitted after the
meeting that they were there to learn and would express their views in the survey, whilst others
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indicated that they felt their view was too divergent from that of the BFA Committee to express
them in a meeting of this nature.
13. A lively debate ensued in the Q&A sessions in which various views and perspectives were shared.
In particular:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

4 speakers emphasised that Bear Flat mustn’t be split, with 2 of these highlighting
environmental issues as the major reason for this;
4 speakers expressed a preference for multi councillors, giving different reasons;
4 speakers discussed the differing merits of potential alliances with other wards;
2 speakers highlighted anomalies in the LGBC proposals around particular streets;
2 speakers highlighted the importance of Council wide governance issues and in particular
those related to being an unparished urban Bath ward rather than a North East Somerset
one;
1 speaker asserted that the ward should be called ‘Bear Flat’ rather than Lyncombe;
1 speaker highlighted the importance of footpaths for Poets road’ residents for getting into
the centre of Bath, to Bath Spa train station and bus interchange, and/or Widcombe Infant
and Junior Schools, and remarked that these were significant aspects of community
interest and identity for those who don’t own cars, and/or families with children of school
age (noting that a significant proportion of primary age children in the Poets Roads
attended these schools, representatives from these households were conspicuous by their
absence in the meeting);
1 speaker questioned the BFA committee about the extent of discussion with neighbouring
wards;
1 speaker asked whether it was possible to have more than one resident association within
a ward.

Survey approach
14. Hosted by SurveyMonkey, the BFA Ward Boundary Survey was opened3 to the BFA’s members
and leafleted residents from 2nd February. As of 14th February 71 responses had been received,
representing a response rate of 33% from the BFA’s 213 members, of between 2% and 2.6% of
the electorate in its leafleting area, and around 1.6% of the Lyncombe electorate. However
these response rates might be overstated as multiple responses were not prevented and
information as to the street of the respondent was not verified.
15. The survey is more qualitative than quantitative in nature. In particular in Question 2, respondents
were asked to rank rather than quantify their preference for 6 potential ward configurations, namely
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

A: New single-councillor Lyncombe Ward excluding the Poets Roads as in draft LGBC
recommendations;
B: New single-councillor North Lyncombe Ward comprising Bear Flat area plus Alexandra
Park & Beechen Cliff School;
C: Current two-councillor Lyncombe ward, plus Alexandra Park & Beechen Cliff School;
D: New two-councillor ward combining North Lyncombe and neighbouring areas from
Oldfield
E: New two-councillor ward combining LGBC-proposed Lyncombe and Widcombe wards;
F: New three-councillor ward combining the LGBC-proposed Lyncombe, Widcombe &
Moorlands.

Although at the time of writing the survey is still open, BFA members were told that it would close at midnight
on Sunday 11th February.
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17. There is a clear rejection of the LGBC proposal to split Bear Flat into 3 different wards (i.e.
Option A). As Figure 5 illustrates, this option attracted just 6% of the total Weighted Average
Scores, and it is apparent from the underlying Q2 data (see Appendix 1) that 66% of respondents
ranked this as their least preferred option.
18. There is a stronger consensus on what Q2 respondents don’t want than there is for what
they do. The highest WAS ranked option is the “2 councillor current Lyncombe+AP&BCS”, and
the second highest WAS ranked option is “New 2 councillor LGBC proposed Lyncome &
Widcombe” (i.e. options C and E respectively). However neither of these options whether taken
together or separately represent a majority of the respondents view (i.e. WAS of options C + WAS
of option E < Sum of WAS for options A, B, D and F).
19. More Q2 respondents would prefer to partner with an adjacent ward than "go it alone” (i.e
the sum of WAS for options options D, E and F > WAS of option B + WAS of option C).
Furthermore more of those wishing to partner with an adjacent ward would choose to
involve rather than exclude Widcombe (i.e. the WAS of option E + WAS of option F > WAS of
option D.)
20. Q3 responses affirm both the importance respondents place on not splitting the Bear Flat
Area and their desire to include Alexandra Park within their ward. Analysis of the 62
responses to Q3 (see Appendix 2) reveals that 19 respondents refer to the importance of not
splitting the Bear Flat Area and around a further 10 cite features on both sides of the Wellsway as
being critical to their sense of identity. Similarly 27 respondents mention the community
importance of Alexandra Park, albeit 6 of these do so without any similar reference to the
importance of the Bear Flat facilities, suggesting that, whilst not evidenced in this BFA run survey,
there may be a significant tide of opinion which sees Alexandra Park of greater community
importance than the more central Bear Flat facilities (as exemplified in response 46 below).
Q3 response 46 posted at 7:38 AM on 6 February 2018
“Yes. We are particularly concerned about the preservation of Alexandra Park and its
surrounding green spaces and footpaths. We are adversely impacted by the poor relationship
between Beechen Cliff School and its immediate neighbours in the Poets Avenues. We therefore
identify strongly with the Widcombe community who also flanks the park and the green space.
As non-car owners, we use the footpaths from the Poets Avenues to access the city via the
Widcombe Ward. Joining Widcombe is a natural alliance for us and we would welcome it very
much. We have no sense of communal identity with the areas of Bloomfield and Oldfield Park
whose concerns seem to us very different from our own. We have sadly never felt that the
residents of Greenway Lane had any sympathy with our areas particular problems and
concerns.”

21. In the Bear Flat Association’s submission to this consultation, the graph of survey results by area
of Bear Flat, together with their table of elector numbers in the associated streets suggest that
there are differences between how respondents living in the West, East, North or South areas of
Bear Flat ranked ward boundary options. In particular, it appears that residents East of the
Wellsway are more likely to spread their ranking across all 6 options whilst respondents
West of Wellsway were more likely to vote for options B and C as 1st and 2nd preferences
5
and not rank the other options. However, given the very small numbers of respondents involved
and especially for the North and South areas, no clear conclusions can be drawn.

5

Whilst the response rates respondents living West and East of Wellsway are similar (around 2.5% of their
respective electorates), both are considerably greater than those from North and South (less than 0.5% of their
respective electorates).
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Ward Boundary Recommendations: Guiding principles and a proposal
Ensure that the majority of Bath wards remain 2 councillor wards
22. In the light of various influences on effective governance described in paragraphs 4-10, it is
surprising that whilst the majority of wards within the Bath & North East Somerset council area
remain two-councillor wards, the Commission is proposing that there should be fewer 2-member
wards in the South and East of Bath. However, not only do 2 councillor wards work better in Bath
& North East Somerset and have a track record of providing effective governance, but they are
also better aligned with the increasingly collaborative approach to local government policy and
decision-making. Furthermore, BFA survey respondents express a clear preference for multi
councillor wards (as evidenced in paragraph 16).

Don’t divide and thereby diminish the Bear Flat community
23. The Bear flat community is centred on a small stretch of the Wellsway, a major road into and out of
the city centre from the south, with a well-used cluster of shops and community facilities on both
sides of the road, and where air pollution, location of street furniture, bus stops, parking, and
pavement use are often a catalyst to community interaction.
24. Furthermore much of this community’s identity is tied up in the name “Bear Flat6”. This is reflected
in the emotional intensity of the BFA leadership at their 9.2.18 public meeting, and, for example, in
the high 2nd preference score7 for option B in Q2 of their survey.

Partnering is a better strategy than going it alone
25. The effectiveness of governance within a ward is interdependent with that of other wards, the local
authority and other tiers of government and better matched to evolving governmental and
decision-making context (as detailed in paragraphs 4-10).
26. Similarly residents’ have multiple, diverse and often ward-crossing community affiliations (as
illustrated in the Appendix 3 map of the community allegiances of a household of 2 adults and 2
children. Developing alliances and fostering connections with other Bath communities (as
illustrated in figure 5) can increase influence on such issues of local concern requiring multiple
agency response8 and increases the strength and resilience9 of core or “hub” communities.
27. Furthermore the evidence in paragraph 19 indicates that a majority of BFA survey respondents
preferred this partnering strategy.

6

Bear Flat takes its name from “the Bear” pub located on this stretch of the Wellsway and because it is the first
flat area on leaving Bath and before the road ascends to Entry Hill and Odd Down.
7
This score is surprising, as option B is a single councillor option when 70% of respondents prefer or strongly
prefer multi councillor wards.
8
This partnership building and collaborative approach was key to success of the Bathampton Meadows
Alliance’s 2015-2017 “Save Bathampton Meadows” campaign, even though the majority of their supporters
came from the Bathavon North Ward.
9
See paragraph 31 for an example of how partnering can increase community resilience to external threats.
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Figure 5: Map from Bath and North East Somerset Council’s Place-making plans

Bear Flat and Widcombe have substantial shared concerns
28. Although perspectives differ between the Bear Flat and Widcombe communities, they have
substantial shared concerns. Pre-eminent amongst these are the iconic natural assets of
Beechen Cliff and Alexandra Park, both an integral part of the setting of the UNESCO World
Heritage City of Bath and well frequented by visitors from near and far.

Sign at the foot of Beechen Cliff showing the natural capital and multiplicity of paths within Alexandra Park

9
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29. Promoting attractive walking routes to and from Bath, and ensuring their safety, are core to the
Council’s planning policies and transport strategies. Similarly protecting the natural capital
embodied in the cliff, for example stabilising the trees and ensuring biodiversity are also
increasingly important to this, albeit perhaps a lesser priority for scarce Council funds.
Consequently Widcombe and Lyncombe residents, often working together as “Friends of
Alexandra Park”, have taken ownership of the problem and are working with the Council to
address it.
30. Similarly expansion of Beechen Cliff School, and the associated parking and traffic congestion in
the Poets Roads and threat to well used rights of way and open space amenity, are major issues
of Lyncombe and Widcombe resident concern, with the Bear Flat Association taking the lead in
working with councillors to better manage the traffic and parking problems, and the Greenway
Lane resident association established to resist development of lower school playing fields.
31. A combined Bear Flat & Widcombe ward would internalise the past, recent and current
concerns surrounding these natural community amenities, and thereby improve their
governance. For example in averting such a threat as that of the recently proposed cable car10
sailing over both Alexandra Park and Widcombe, by responding from multiple perspectives11 a
more persuasive response can be made to Council decision-makers, developers than a narrower
NIMBY one.

Towards a Bear Flat and Widcombe Ward Boundary
32. A 2 Councillor Bear Flat & Widcombe ward has the potential to satisfy the statutory criteria of
electoral equality, community identity and interests and effective governance. Furthermore, the
BFA evidence suggests that there maybe a significant appetite amongst residents for better
collaborative and partnering arrangements with Widcombe (see paragraphs 13 and 19), albeit
perhaps not one shared by BFA Committee members.

33. In their 2018 submission to the LGBC, the Bear Flat Association details the changes to the streets
that were included in the LGBC proposed wards required to achieve a single councillor ward of
2555 voters closely matching the active Bear Flat area. Their estimate of the numbers of electors
this would imply is shown in Table 1.
34. Meanwhile the Widcombe Association is proposing a two Councillor Widcombe and Lyncombe
12
combined ward in its February 2018 response to the LGBC, and details the changes to the
streets that were included in the LGBC proposed wards to achieve such a two councillor ward of
5204 electors (i.e 2602 electors per councillor). In particular, they propose the following additions
to those included in the LGBC proposed Widcombe ward, justifying these with community based
justifications:
•
•
•
•
•

Widcombe Infant and Junior CoE Schools
Dolemeads and Lime grove area
Lower parts of Widcombe Hill
Widcombe Old village
Perrymead, Lyncombe Vale Road, Lyncombe Vale and Greenway.

10

This was proposed by Curo, a large local housing developer, in Spring 2017. However after consulting with
stakeholders, the proposal was withdrawn.
11
For example, its impact on road traffic, economic development, privacy, environmental impact, open space
amenity etc.
12
The February 2018 Widcombe Association proposal can be seen here:

https://mailchi.mp/c5c02c54a93d/wa-electoral-commission-representations
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Table 1: Electoral numbers for the BFA’s Option B proposal for a single councillor Bear Flat ward

35. Taken together, these two submissions imply that there is ample scope for negotiating an
electorally viable 2 councillor ward including all, or almost all, of the community amenities
critical to both the Bear Flat and Widcombe communities, whilst embedding them in a
natural environment that sustains them both.
36. Essential to such a combined ward strengthening its constituent communities and improving their
governance will be that
•
•
•
•

The two already strong and vibrant communities participate as equals;
Complementary as well as competing interests drive the decisions as to the precise location of
the wad boundaries;
Attention is paid to the partnership building as well as the electoral result (albeit the ward
boundary review timetable will limit the scope for many iterations of this);
The negotiations include a wider range of stakeholders, especially those whose interests are
not well served by the existing residents associations and those who have most to benefit from
the partnership.
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Appendix 1:
Data from Question 2 of the Bear flat Association Ward Boundary Survey
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

alison Born

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Dear Sirs I am writing as a resident of Bath & North East Somerset living in Widcombe
ward. I would like to comment on the draft proposals for new wards in the City of Bath.
I feel that the proposed changes for the Widcombe ward area are not satisfactory and do
not meet the stated aims of the LGBC, other than in respect of voter equality. The draft
proposals result in the strong, vibrant and connected community of Widcombe being split
across five wards for local council representation. This would greatly complicate
communications and community engagement on local issues, eroding the efficient working
of our local government. In the Widcombe Hill area we are very much part of Widcombe
yet these proposals move us to another, disconnected, ward. We have strong social,
transport and amenity links to Widcombe and this is our community. We believe that we
should be included in an extended Widcombe & Lyncombe ward. We believe wards can be
designed to still achieve the equality of voters objective whilst better reflecting our local
community. I believe the ward proposals should be reconsidered to better reflect our
strong local community and achieve consistency of local representation with
predominately two councillor wards ( for example by combining Widcombe & Lyncombe). I
am aware that the Widcombe Association has proposed an alternative way to achieve the
stated aims for ward design, including electoral equality, and commend these proposals to
you. Yours faithfully Alison Born

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

AG Bosanquet
19 February 2018 15:09
Owen, David
Combe Down proposed boundary change

Hello David Owen
PLEASE do NOT move us out of Combe Down. We live East of the long drung (walled footpath) that is the new
proposed boundary between Combe Down and Claverton Down and would thus get moved out of Combe Down.
We are IN Combe Down and have lived here for 17 years. Claverton Down is 20 minutes walk away across a number
of fields ‐ a mile away. Combe Down is a community. Please leave it as such and do not make us look to getting
help and services from some unknown community which we have no interaction with.
PLEASE make sure that Combe Down includes ALL of Church Road, Gladstone Road etc. Thus make the boundary at,
or East of, Shaft Road.
Sincerely
Andrew Bosanquet
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margie Bosanquet <
19 February 2018 14:57
Owen, David
Fw: Proposed boundary changes

Subject: Proposed boundary changes
David Owen
I write to object to the proposed boundary changes that will divide Combe Down. I have lived in three suburbs
of Bath, but since moving to Combe Down 15 years ago I will not move because Combe Down has a very active
community. This community is based on the historic Combe Down where neighbours are sharing many
common facilities to be found within the present boundaries of Combe Down. When communities flourish many
benefits for Bath follow. People look after each other, children are known by residents and so absorb
community values, health and happiness are greater and people share lifts - a very important factor.
With many new homes being built, I cannot see why you propose dividing an already existing and thriving
community to add onto one part of Combe Down another community that could be more naturally integrated
with houses to the west - or north.
Please consider the disappointment and negative feelings such an arbitrary move could create. Surely how
people perceive and see their community and its extent is far more important than an arbitrary line drawn to
lazily satisfy numerical balance in wards.
I urge you to leave the Combe Down existing boundaries in tact.
Sincerely
Margaret Bosanquet

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

08 February 2018 16:17
reviews
Boundary changes to Lambridge and Larkhall

We live in Larkhall, in Bath, which is in danger of becoming a small isolated community following
the proposed boundary changes.
The current Lambridge ward covers an area which includes a range of communities, centred
around St Saviours Church and the New Oriel Hall.
The roads around St Saviours Church may become part of the Walcot ward. At the eastern end of
the current Lambridge ward is Bailbrook Lane, which will become Bathavon North, yet the
residents gravitate to Larkhall with all its shops, and the new Oriel Hall ( which was built to
compensate them for the original Oriel Hall being demolished ).
Most of Fairfield Park would become the Walcot ward and this is another area which is very
closely aligned to Larkhall. There is a number 6/7 bus route which links these two areas with the
Health Centre in Fairfield Park and the shopping area in Larkhall.
The current proposals would split all these communities and we strongly object to the
recommendations.
Yours sincerely
Karen and Nigel Boutland
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

jim boyle
18 February 2018 21:54
reviews
jim boyle
Proposed changes to Ward Boundries in Bath

Dear Sirs,
I am writing to offer my views on the proposed changes to the boundaries of the wards Lyncombe
and Widcombe in Bath. I recently attended a consultation meeting organised by the Bear Flat
Association. There were about forty people present, many of them the most politically active
residents of the area. They were by far the most vocal and eager to claim that the Bear Flat is a
natural community and that we should all oppose any realignment of boundaries. I am
concerned that the majority view at that meting may be taken as representing the opinion of the
residents of this part of the city. One of the points raised at that meeting is that the Wellsway is
central to the area so that a boundary that ran down the middle would be unwelcome. I live in the
Poets’ Corner area but I feel sure that after boundary change I would have no difficulty in getting
to the shops on the other side of the road. The truth is that those who run the Bear Flat
Association do not want any realignment of boundaries. They are well-intentioned but they are
self- appointed and they exaggerate the extent to which they represent the views of the people
who live around here.
I would be happy for the Poet’s Avenues to be integrated into the Widcombe Ward. This makes a
great deal of sense to me. It is in my view the best way forward. I can walk down into town either
through Alexander Park or down the footpaths on Beechen Cliff all within Widcombe. So I wish to
add my voice to those who wish to integrate Poets’ Corner into the Widcombe ward.
Jim Boyle.
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There is a third reason I would like to join the Widcombe Ward. Car drivers in the avenues obviously have to go
down to the Wellsway to begin their journeys into the town, but those of us who don’t have cars – and many
neighbours who do – use the extensive network of footpaths to move down into the city, or across to Prior Park
Road. We also have very fortunate access to green walking, which we share with the people who live in Widcombe,
Greenway Lane and Perrymead. For many of us, the Park is the central feature of our landscape. We cross it to
begin our journeys. We walk alongside it . We drop down from Beechen Cliff into the town. Lyncombe Ward, from
our perspective, is rather a ‘cobbled together’ space and does not really chime with our sense of belonging in the
town. It would be very good to form an alliance with the other people whose neighbourhoods border this precious
space.
I want to end my submission with a polite comment on The Bear Flat Association’s appeal against the changes you
propose.
The BFA flyer for its public meeting on Friday 9th February made it plain that the committee had already made up its
mind on the proposal before the public meeting had taken place. The wording in the flyer advising us of the
meeting was : “ We believe that this would be damaging to our community, with a complete loss of coherent
representation in local government. We have until 19th February to appeal against the changes, but our case will be
enormously strengthened if we are seen to represent the views of our residents.” There were under 40 people at the
public meeting. Early on, a very well liked resident spoke in terms that made it clear that the purpose of the
meeting was really to create a chorus of objection to the boundary commission’s proposed change. Afterwards, I
walked home up Shakespeare Avenue with five people who liked the boundary commission proposal, but had not
felt it would serve much purpose to stand up and speak. Considering the stance taken so overtly in the BFA flyer, I
don’t think it would be right to interpret the voice of that one small meeting as really representative.
I hope you will find these comments useful as you move towards your decision on this. Thank you for making it
possible for us to express our opinions and concerns.

Sue Boyle
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Caroline Bracegirdle <
31 January 2018 12:57
Owen, David
protest at boundary change in combe down, bath

Dear Mr Owen,
Yesterday my husband and I attended a public meeting to discuss the LGBCE proposals for Combe
Down as chaired by our two Councillors. There were at least 114 persons present, both young and
old and every single one was unanimous in their condemnation of the suggestion to split the ward
into two parts as you propose. Whilst we have lived here for only 9 months, it is clear that this is an
historic village created when the stone mines were dug by Ralph Allen. Our house which sits to the
east of the supposed split and is opposite Prior Park was built in 1830 and many of the houses in
North Road, Gladstone Road, Tyning Road and Church Road are similarly historic and obviously part
of the village.
It is notable that Combe Down is a very cohesive and amicable community with no connection to
Claverton other than a long road. There is a thriving Primary School here, shop, deli, two estate
agents, two churches and three pubs. Unusually, a small garage serves us and there are probably 10
other businesses who all derive their unique identity from Combe Down. The proposed ward split
would divide the existing residents into two voting factions and frankly the eastern Claverton ward
would have little knowledge of Combe Down as it is so far away. Should the polling station be sited
in Claverton, that is 1.5 miles away from us and extremely inconvenient for older folk.
We understand the need to balance each ward and to reduce the number of Councillors from 65 to
59 but that can be achieved without divisiveness and antagonism. A most logical place to set the
eastern boundary of Combe Down is at Shaft Road which is at the historic commencement of
Combe Down Village. As seen on Google Maps, this is a most sensible geographical place to set the
Ward Boundary.
We agree with modernisation but not with this heavy‐handed and very ill thought‐through
proposal. We urge you to reconsider and to keep the community spirit of Combe Down village
intact by placing a logical ward boundary to the East of the village curtiledge.
If so, Ralph Allen would be proud of the LGBCE and there would be a huge sigh of relief here,
Yours sincerely,
Mrs Carol Bracegirdle
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Edward Bradley

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The Combe Down ward is wrong. The proposal cuts it off too much on the east, removing
the historic heart of the village. And on the west the proposal adds too much on,
including areas that really should be glasshouse or odd down. On the east side Combe
down should continue to Shaft Road. On the west side Combe down should stop at
Southstoke Road.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Moira Brennan

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Bathampton parish has been put in a ward with Southstoke and Monkton Combe which
are on the opposite side of Bath and have no community connection what so ever. The
ward makes no sense and had to be designed by someone who has no local knowledge.
We made clear representations that the wards of Bathampton, Batheaston and Bathford
form a local community around the Bathampton Meadows. The other two parishes have
ended up in Bathavon North with parishes miles away from them while we are in
Bathavon East with parishes miles away from us.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Jo Bridger

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in
and am a member of Widcombe Association. I am writing to
support their views which I think are well-thought-out and well-reasoned.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Jane Briggs

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Member of CDHS

Comment text:
Combe Down boundary changes. The existing boundary reflects the village character of
this area including the layout of roads and drungs which forms the heart of this ex stone
mining village . The new proposed bounday cuts the village in half and excludes the
eastern tail which extends to Brassknocker Hill. The extension south which includes
Perrymead is isolated down the hill from the village centre and more logically associates
with Widcombe and Lyncombe. Have the new boudaries taken into account the extra 700
households approx 1400 adults who will live in the new Mulberry Park housing? These
new residents will increas the numbers to those of the proposed new boundaries without
the need of a boundary alteration.
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E-mail:
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Comment text:
Bathwick Estate should be moved back into Bathwick Ward
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Comment text:
Dear Sirs I read your proposals on revised ward boundaries within Bath and North East
Somerset with interest and thank you for your comprehensive proposals. Specifically, I
would like to comment on you proposals for the future of my village of Farmborough and
suggest what I believe would be a better alternative: - You propose that Farmborough
ward joins with Clutton along with other border changes. The resulting ward of
Farmborough and Clutton, according to your figures, would produce a ward of significantly
larger than your target ideal number. - Although I welcome the merging of Farmborough
and Clutton I note with disappointment that the do not include Timsbury. - Timsbury is a
closely neighbouring village to Farmborough, only 1.6 miles separating the two villages.
(Clutton, by the way, is some 4.6 miles away from Farmborough). - I also note from
your figures that the proposed Timsbury ward would have a much lower number of
electors than your target. Relatively, the vote of a voter in Timsbury would be worth
significantly more than that of a voter in nearby Farmborough. - Like many residents of
Farmbrough I rely on Timsbury for the provision of GP services, Pharmacy, Post Office
services and a range of retail shops and businesses. There are many community and
family links between the two villages, most notably around Conygre Hall. Ideally I would
like to see a ward containing both Farmborough and Timsbury along with surrounding
small villages (eg Marksbury, Priston etc.). Clearly, such a ward would exceed your
recommended limits and I therefore accept that the idea is not practically viable unless
parishes were divided in order to meet target numbers, which would be unacceptable to
many. Concluding, I would like to suggest that your proposed Clutton and Farmborough
ward be joined with Timsbury ward to form a new two member ward of 'Clutton,
Farmborough and Timsbury'. The combined electorate of such a ward would almost
exactly meet your target numbers, not divide parish boundaries and build on the many
existing relationships between the communities. I hope that you are able to look upon
this suggestion favourably, which I believe would be an improvement on the existing
proposal and would command widespread support from all communities. Kind
regards ..................... John Brooksbank
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Michael Brown <
13 February 2018 10:01
reviews
Local Government Boundaries - Bath & North East Somerset Council.

Bath & North East Somerset Council

Combe Down Ward
One of the Local Government Boundary Commission's aims is to reflect the identity and interests
of local communities. They will take into account transport links, community groups, facilities e.g.
shops, doctors surgeries, places of worship, schools, interests which bind the community together
and identifiable boundaries. It is submitted that the proposed boundaries for the Combe Down
Ward have not taken these into account.
The two areas which are cause for concern are the properties east of the Long Drung and those
north of the Limestone Escarpment.
Properties East of the Long Drung
Combe Down, which includes these properties, is a village with a thriving community spirit all of
which should be represented by the same Counsellors as was the case when the stone mines,
which stretch under some of these properties, were being in-filled.
The main transport link to the city, buses and cars, is via Ralph Allen Drive which residents use.
Many of them belong to and participate in community groups, binding the community together, of
which there are many e.g. Combe Down Heritage Society, Combe Down Rugby Club, Combe
Down Cricket Club, Combe Down Film Club, Combe Down Exploring Art Group,Sewing
Club,Traditional Skittles Teams, Combe Down Art Group, Friends of Firs Field, Friends of Combe
Down Surgery, Peggy Dodd Centre, 10th Combe Down Scout Group,Combe Down Short Mat
Bowls Club.
Residents use the local shops in the Avenue, are registered with the Combe Down Surgery in the
Avenue, worship at Holy Trinity Church, St Andrew’s Community Church, Foxhill, Union Chapel,
Church Road, or St Peter & St Paul Catholic Church, Entry Hill and either send their children to or are
associated with Combe Down Primary School, Combe Down Nursery, After‐School Club, Monkton Combe
Preparatory School or Prior Park College..
The identifiable boundary of Combe Down Village to the east has, in recent times, been Shaft Road, indeed
there is a sign welcoming people to the village at the junction of Shaft Road and Claverton Down Road.
Properties North of the Limescale Escarpment
There is no meaningful transport link between Combe Down village and Perrymead. The only road
linking the two, Foxhill, is blocked for safety reasons. There is a steep footpath, Hanging Lands
Lane/Pope's Walk.
1

There are no close relationships between Combe Down and Perrymead. Most of the residents
associate themselves with Widcombe which has a thriving Resident's Association, flourishing
shops in Widcombe parade, a surgery and places of worship all of which are in easy reach of
Perrymead. Many of them send their children to Widcombe Junior school or Paragon Junior
School
The identifiable boundary of Combe Down in recent times has been the south perimiter of the
Limestone Escarpment. The southern boundary of Widcombe Parish is a line at the top/south of
the Limestone Escarpment.
As demonstrated by the attendance, over a hundred, of an impromptu meeting of residents
there is strong feeling about, what they considered to be, a cutting in half of Combe Down Village.
It is quite clear that the proposal for the boundaries between Claverton and Combe Down
Wards is unacceptable and should be rejected the eastern boundary of Combe Down being
at least Shaft Road.
Although the the boundary between Widcombe and Combe Down was not discussed in detail
at that meeting there is no relationship between residents in Perrymead and Combe Down and
they are unlikely to be prepared to come up to Combe Down to vote in local or national elections.
Accordingly the proposal to amend the boundaries between Widcombe and Combe Down
should be rejected the northern boundary of Combe Down remaining with the southern
edge of the limestone escarpment.
Michael Brown, Combe Down, BATH
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Paola Bruscoli

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
It seems also that the software for the map control is not displaying the correct
information: for example, by clicking on the map for information for details for Bathavon
West, actually, the details for Bathavon South are provided. Similarly, when clicking on
the map for details for Bathavon South, actually the details for Bathavon East are
provided, but sometimes again the Bathavon South already displayed fro Bathavon west
are shown. Can you please check this?? Not even Midsomer Norton seems to have been
appropriately covered with the boundaries, using the mapping software. It is impressive
how the centre of Bath would be re-organised: the proposal is far from being balanced,
and it would be at most interesting to know which criteria have guided the design. In
fact, there is little evidence that just geographical criteria or geographical convenience
could have been followed. For some wards, the new boundary seems to have been moved
so to separate areas where the council houses start: this is a real social division that I
would have hoped not to see! The proposal of the boundaries in other wards have eroded
so much in terrain to the effect of gaining an incredible amount of electoral weight while
simultaneously expanding in the most wealthy and gentrified area. This is really evident
for whoever lives in Bath. If the average amount of future electorate for each councillor
is around 2200 (in town) then the proposals for Combe Down, Abbey is numerically not
balanced at all, given the neighbouring wards (not just numerically, rather socially). The
impact is evident: give a political advantage to the Conservatives in the centre of Bath.
While I can appreciate the attempts and needs of reducing the costs by reducing the
number of councillors, this seems a very non-neutral design. The software is showing
incomplete and possibly incorrect information, so I wonder what kind of consultation one
expect to have on this basis. Kind regards,
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Name:

Beryl Bryant
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Postcode:
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Comment text:
We have lived in Larkhall for many years. It is happy community with a 'village' feel. 12 years ago we needed to downsize, but we really wanted to stay within
the Lark.hall community and were fortunate to find a flat in Beaufort East - very close to the Lark.hall village centre and St Saviours church. Looking at the
proposed new boundary for the ward, we were astonished that no Importance seems to have been given to preserving the Larkhall community. We feel very
much part of this , regularly using the New Orlel vlllage Hall, the Rondo theatre and St Saviours church, all within a couple of minutes of our home. Yet the
proposed boundary of the Larkhall ward cuts us off from Larkhall and we find that we are considered part of Walcot ! Our church too ! Please do look again at
this proposal . Lambridge ward at present works so very well. There are so many activities in Larkhall , supported by the community that one councillor would
be just unable to cope. Your proposed new boundary just Ignores the community Identity { Including the many llnks with Falrfleld } . Our recently restored
Church and the surrounding homes are an Intrinsic part of Larkhall . They have llttle connection to the London Road and Walcot. Please reconsider and leave
Lambridge ward as it is and with two councillors. Beryl Bryant and Trevor Swan
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Name:

Felicity Bryant

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I think the Widcombe Ward should remain. It is such a distinct area. St Thomas a Becket Church should remain in the Widcombe Ward. The church is in
Widcombe not in Claverton.
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BOUNDARY COMMISSION PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGES TO
COMBE DOWN, BATH, SOMERSET
We object to the boundary changes for Combe Down because :1

it will destroy the historic heart of the original village as the maps of 1742,
1852 and 1904 show by splitting it in two – thus defeating the point of calling
the areas within the new boundaries Combe Down
2 the community will no longer be coherent as the proposal to move half of the
village into Claverton – some one to one and a half miles away – would be
untenable
3 it would make access to the new ward councillor very difficult as the existing
one for Combe Down has an office in the heart of the village.
4 it would make more sense to move the boundary on the east side to Shaft Road
or down the road leading to Monkton Combe School from North Road and not
include St Martin’s Hospital on the west side. Mulberry Park would be
included as Foxhill already is
Adding Perrymead – or part of it – to the new Combe Down ward, and adding part of
Combe Down to the Claverton ward – appears an unnecessary exercise, as it would
seem to make more sense to add Perrymead to Claverton and leave Combe Down as it
currently exists
Jan and Mike Bryant
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Bath and North East Somerset
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Judith Bryant

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

Map Features:

Annotation 1:
Comment text:
BATH & NORTH EAST SOMERSET COUNCIL REVIEW OBJECTION TO THE PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGES BETWEEN COMBE DOWN WARD AND CLAVERTON WARD
Combe Down developed because of the stone which was mined from the early 18thcentury, both through quarry and mine, something which gives the community a
strong being even to this day. The settlement of Combe Down is totally separate from that of Claverton Down both as a district and geographically and as such the
whole of the Combe Down Ward has a strong physical and social identity because of the geographic area it occupies. Old Combe Down village which sits on a
plateau some 1.5 miles south from the centre of Bath can be considered to be bounded by Combe Road/Summer Lane to the west and south, Shaft Road to the
east and North Road on its northern edge. Any boundary should respect the historic development of Combe Down as a village along with its industrial and cultural
history but also represent the established community. Proposals to put a new ward boundary through what is the centre of the 'old village' of Combe Down along a
'trivial drung way' which has nothing of any importance on either side of it to mark it out as being an identifiable boundary cannot be understood other than on the
basis of random choice to put a straight line on the map to meet a perceived need rather than any logical reason. Combe Down Old Village has a well-defined
boundary on its East side and along with its physical links, services and facilities has a very strong identity where community decisions are taken as a whole across
the village and not in part isolation as would happen if an area of the village was placed into the new Claverton Down ward. The area being within the Claverton
Down Ward would be disadvantaged due to the fact that it is totally isolated from Claverton and seen as being insignificant as well as being devoid of purpose in
relation to the electoral representation of those affected and possibly damaging to them. It is suggested that the proposed boundary should be moved further east
and that the demarcation used should be either the road, 'The Rockery', which runs through Monkton Combe Junior School playing field from North Road to Church
Road or east of Shaft Road, something which would reflect the industrial and cultural history of Combe Down and keep the whole of 'Combe Down Old Village'
within the proposed Combe Down Ward. Observations of Ordinance Survey maps would suggest that the natural boundary between Combe Down and Claverton
Down should occur either along 'The Rockery' or 'Shaft Road' rather than splitting the 'old village' in two. Foxhill and Hansford Square have always had close links
and been considered part of Combe Down since they were built from 1950s onwards due to the fact that they are both situated on the east of the physical barrier
of the Midford Road (83110). It is suggested that a more appropriate option would be to include Foxhill and Mulberry Park along with the whole of Old Combe Down
Village the boundary following the course of the Midford Road (83110). St Martin's Hospital and Frome Road due to being west of the physical barrier of the Midford
Road (83110) have naturally not had an association with Combe Down but closer links with the communities and services of Odd Down and therefore should be
included within the Odd Down Ward.
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Feature Annotations

Map Features:

Annotation 1:
Comment text:
BATH & NORTH EAST SOMERSET COUNCIL REVIEW OBJECTION TO THE PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGES BETWEEN COMBE DOWN WARD AND CLAVERTON WARD
Combe Down developed because of the stone which was mined from the early 18thcentury, both through quarry and mine, something which gives the community a
strong being even to this day. The settlement of Combe Down is totally separate from that of Claverton Down both as a district and geographically and as such the
whole of the Combe Down Ward has a strong physical and social identity because of the geographic area it occupies. Old Combe Down village which sits on a
plateau some 1.5 miles south from the centre of Bath can be considered to be bounded by Combe Road/Summer Lane to the west and south, Shaft Road to the
east and North Road on its northern edge. Any boundary should respect the historic development of Combe Down as a village along with its industrial and cultural
history but also represent the established community. Proposals to put a new ward boundary through what is the centre of the 'old village' of Combe Down along a
'trivial drung way' which has nothing of any importance on either side of it to mark it out as being an identifiable boundary cannot be understood other than on the
basis of random choice to put a straight line on the map to meet a perceived need rather than any logical reason. Combe Down Old Village has a well-defined
boundary on its East side and along with its physical links, services and facilities has a very strong identity where community decisions are taken as a whole across
the village and not in part isolation as would happen if an area of the village was placed into the new Claverton Down ward. The area being within the Claverton
Down Ward would be disadvantaged due to the fact that it is totally isolated from Claverton and seen as being insignificant as well as being devoid of purpose in
relation to the electoral representation of those affected and possibly damaging to them. It is suggested that the proposed boundary should be moved further east
and that the demarcation used should be either the road, 'The Rockery', which runs through Monkton Combe Junior School playing field from North Road to Church
Road or east of Shaft Road, something which would reflect the industrial and cultural history of Combe Down and keep the whole of 'Combe Down Old Village'
within the proposed Combe Down Ward. Observations of Ordinance Survey maps would suggest that the natural boundary between Combe Down and Claverton
Down should occur either along 'The Rockery' or 'Shaft Road' rather than splitting the 'old village' in two. Foxhill and Hansford Square have always had close links
and been considered part of Combe Down since they were built from 1950s onwards due to the fact that they are both situated on the east of the physical barrier
of the Midford Road (83110). It is suggested that a more appropriate option would be to include Foxhill and Mulberry Park along with the whole of Old Combe Down
Village the boundary following the course of the Midford Road (83110). St Martin's Hospital and Frome Road due to being west of the physical barrier of the Midford
Road (83110) have naturally not had an association with Combe Down but closer links with the communities and services of Odd Down and therefore should be
included within in the Odd Down Ward.
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Regina Buechner

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I'm against the redrawing of the ward and parish boundaries as it destroys
wards/parishes that historically & geographically belong together and splits them up into
arbitrarily designated areas. Thus it also leads to a reduction of democracy which entails
the risk of lower democratic participation.
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Jacqueline Buffton

E-mail:
Postcode:
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Comment text:
The proposals split up a very successful community - the Bear Flat - which is currently
served by two councillors as the Lyncombe Ward. Two councillors have meant that if one
is ill (happened not too long ago), there was another one who could carry on with the
work of the ward. Two councillors are also useful in planning issues, in that if one is on
the planning committee, the other can support residents without compromise. The current
Lyncombe ward covers both sides of the Wellsway and is a strong and cohesive ward,
with its centre as the Bear Flat shops, cafes, restaurant, pub, pharmacy, offices. It has
an effective Community Association (the Bear Flat Community Association) and the area
regularly hosts events such as the Bear Flat Artists weekend, the Christmas quiz, a
ceilidh, a theatre performance at the Bloomfield Road allotments, which take place at
venues on both sides of Wellsway and which draw participation and support from all parts
of the current ward. Alexandra Park provides another space which is used and supported
by the whole community. Alexandra Park and Beechen Cliff beyond it, provide a natural
topographical boundary for the ward, although putting it together with Widcombe might
make sense as there are a number of footpaths which do link the current two wards of
Lyncombe and Widcombe. Of the proposals put forward by the LGBC, I would favour the
combining of Lyncombe and Widcombe as the best of the options put forward on the
grounds that it maintains the cohesion and strong community of the Bear Flat area
(current Lyncombe ward), it provides for 2 councillors, it allows for topographical links
which already exist. Also the two areas have similar issues with traffic, pollution and
parking. And they support two small shopping areas with a similar mix of shops,
restaurants, pharmacy etc.
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Denise Bull

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I wish to register my dismay at the Local Government Boundary Commissions proposals
for Combe Down. The proposed boundary would cut right across the middle and heart of
the village. You have not considered the local community identity in this decision. It
seems a crazy decision as it would mean two councillors would be representing members
of the same community with the same concerns, which would be a waste of resources,
duplicating their roles. A more sensible approach would be to move the boundary to Shaft
Road, which would mean the whole village would be within the boundary, instead of
splitting it in half.
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Personal Details:
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Ana Bullock

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have considered the boundary proposals in light of the stated aims: 1. Each councillor
represents approximately the same number of electors = between 2,257 and 2,367 2. To
ensure that the pattern of Wards should, as far as possible reflect the interests and
identities of local communities 3. To promote effective local government. PLEASE FIND
BELOW MY COMMENTS IN RELATION TO THE PROPOSAL TO DISMANTLE THE WARD OF
WESTMORELAND AND CREATE A MUCH LARGER WARD OF OLDFIELD PARK. I am very
seriously concerned that by making the new proposed Oldfield Park ward so large, all the
residents in it will not be represented properly because there is a limit as to how far a
councillor can stretch themselves. The area would be just too large for a councillor to
walk round it as currently happens in Westmoreland. If 3 Councillors from the same
group or party were elected then a 3-Councillor ward would be manageable because the
3 Councillors could divide it up accordingly but, we have to consider 3 Councillors who
are all from a different group or party being elected. If this happened then they would all
have to try to represent far too many constituents as they would have to cover the whole
ward and not just a third of it. The same would apply should 2 same party or group
councillors be elected with the third being of a different party/group - that single
councillor would have to still try to represent all the ward which would be impossible. It
would be less of an issue for the other 2. THE ABOVE PROPOSAL FOR A LARGER
OLDFIELD PARK WARD THEREFORE DOES NOT FIT IN WITH AIM 3 AS STATED ABOVE.
WE WOULD NOT RECEIVE EFFECTIVE LOCAL GOVERNMENT. A 3-Councillor Ward is
impracticable and unsatisfactory for its Councillors and residents as it does not give the
Councillors the opportunity to get to know their ward or the residents in it and vice
versa. I can understand some of the changes that are being suggested but I strongly feel
this new proposed ward should be split into a 2-Councillor ward which includes the
majority of the current Westmoreland and the area nearest the City easily become a oneCouncillor ward. A new boundary could be made from Victoria Bridge Rd at Western
Riverside, up along Brougham Hayes, along Arlington Rd at the back of the Co-op into
Shaftesbury Rd and then up St Kilda’s to the Linear Park. Suggested ward names:
Westmoreland (the 2 Councillor Ward) and Oldfield Park for the one councillor ward OR
the area to the west of Brougham Hayes could be Oldfield Park West and the other side
Oldfield Park East. At this stage i would suggest that the new Riverside development
remain as is because there are not enough electors in it to make it a ward in its own
right. I imagine however that it could become its own ward when the Ward Boundary
changes are next considered. THE SUGGESTIONS MADE ABOVE WOULD MEAN THAT THE
WESTERN SIDE OF THE NEW PROPOSAL WOULD HAVE THE VOTER NUMBERS THAT 2
COUNCILLORS ARE EXPECTED TO REPRESENT AND THE EASTERN SIDE THE NUMBERS
FOR A ONE COUNCILLOR WARD. THIS WOULD FULFIL AIM 1 STATED ABOVE. There is no
community identity with the proposed new ward as the western side (Westmoreland) is
virtually all residential whereas the eastern side is much more commercial with shops,
Bed & Breakfast etc. The Westmoreland side already has a strong community identity,
strengthened by our various community groups such as the Westmoreland Residents’
Action Group, the Litter Pick Groups, the Snowpatrol Group and Speedwatch Group. THE
PROPOSED WARD THEREFORE DOES NOT FIT IN WITH AIM 2 STATED ABOVE. In addition
to the above, whilst perhaps not something that you can consider, I nevertheless wish it

to be noted that the proposal to lose the ward of Westmoreland appears to have been
suggested by the one party - the Liberal Democrats - who had previously represented the
ward but lost it when active independent councillors were elected. The ward had been
very badly served by its previous LibDem councillors and it is of great concern to me that
their motivation is not because of a wish to ensure that constituents are well represented
but rather for their own political aims.
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Comment text:
I have considered the boundary proposals in light of the stated aims: 1. Each councillor
represents approximately the same number of electors = between 2,257 and 2,367 2. To
ensure that the pattern of Wards should, as far as possible reflect the interests and
identities of local communities 3. To promote effective local government. PLEASE FIND
BELOW MY COMMENTS IN RELATION TO THE PROPOSAL TO DISMANTLE THE WARD OF
WESTMORELAND AND CREATE A MUCH LARGER WARD OF OLDFIELD PARK. I am very
seriously concerned that by making the new proposed Oldfield Park ward so large, all the
residents in it will not be represented properly because there is a limit as to how far a
councillor can stretch themselves. The area would be just too large for a councillor to
walk round it as currently happens in Westmoreland. If 3 Councillors from the same
group or party were elected then a 3-Councillor ward would be manageable because the
3 Councillors could divide it up accordingly but, we have to consider 3 Councillors who
are all from a different group or party being elected. If this happened then they would all
have to try to represent far too many constituents as they would have to cover the whole
ward and not just a third of it. The same would apply should 2 same party or group
councillors be elected with the third being of a different party/group - that single
councillor would have to still try to represent all the ward which would be impossible. It
would be less of an issue for the other 2. THE ABOVE PROPOSAL FOR A LARGER
OLDFIELD PARK WARD THEREFORE DOES NOT FIT IN WITH AIM 3 AS STATED ABOVE.
WE WOULD NOT RECEIVE EFFECTIVE LOCAL GOVERNMENT. A 3-Councillor Ward is
impracticable and unsatisfactory for its Councillors and residents as it does not give the
Councillors the opportunity to get to know their ward or the residents in it and vice
versa. I can understand some of the changes that are being suggested but I strongly feel
this new proposed ward should be split into a 2-Councillor ward which includes the
majority of the current Westmoreland and the area nearest the City easily become a oneCouncillor ward. A new boundary could be made from Victoria Bridge Rd at Western
Riverside, up along Brougham Hayes, along Arlington Rd at the back of the Co-op into
Shaftesbury Rd and then up St Kilda’s to the Linear Park. Suggested ward names:
Westmoreland (the 2 Councillor Ward) and Oldfield Park for the one councillor ward OR
the area to the west of Brougham Hayes could be Oldfield Park West and the other side
Oldfield Park East. At this stage i would suggest that the new Riverside development
remain as is because there are not enough electors in it to make it a ward in its own
right. I imagine however that it could become its own ward when the Ward Boundary
changes are next considered. THE SUGGESTIONS MADE ABOVE WOULD MEAN THAT THE
WESTERN SIDE OF THE NEW PROPOSAL WOULD HAVE THE VOTER NUMBERS THAT 2
COUNCILLORS ARE EXPECTED TO REPRESENT AND THE EASTERN SIDE THE NUMBERS
FOR A ONE COUNCILLOR WARD. THIS WOULD FULFIL AIM 1 STATED ABOVE. There is no
community identity with the proposed new ward as the western side (Westmoreland) is
virtually all residential whereas the eastern side is much more commercial with shops,
Bed & Breakfast etc. The Westmoreland side already has a strong community identity,
strengthened by our various community groups such as the Westmoreland Residents’
Action Group, the Litter Pick Groups, the Snowpatrol Group and Speedwatch Group. THE
PROPOSED WARD THEREFORE DOES NOT FIT IN WITH AIM 2 STATED ABOVE.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Libby Burke
12 February 2018 14:45
Owen, David
Save Combe down

To whom it concerns
I would like to add my voice to the list of Combe down residents ,objecting to the extraordinary and
unexplainable new boundary lines.
You wish to take out the oldest most historic part of Combe down ,and very much part of central
Combe Down.And yet, put in areas such as Perrymead /Odd Down !! Some distance away ?
As an Irish person proudly living is a house once own by Combe Down most revered resident ,Harry
Patch,I am horrified that you have decided to move the Boundry..
Not only is Combe Down a very tight knit ,Friendly/family community, Where your local politicians are
very visible in the village and are accessible to the local Voters.
Where we feel we actually have a vote that can change our local community
We will have no say about our village in Claverton.
Combe Down should proudly be guarded and protected .
I live a 4 min walk away from my polling station in Combe Down ,You now want to move me to
Claverton ! A good 2 miles away.
More cars on the road .. not just from Combe down being force to vote 2miles away .But also from
cars coming into Combe Down from Odd down <Foxhill > Perrymead so they can vote !
Make no sense .
Elderly Combe Down residents, being force to get on university bus and walk from there to polling
station ,across a very dangerous road , and then back again!
Community are about residents not straight lines to divide villages
A boundary should radiate out from a certain point ,not put in a straight lines..Do not divide a
community, Include it
Libby Burke
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Jacqueline Burrows

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I live in Combe Down village. This village is an historic entity which has existed since the 1700s when Ralph Allen built the first houses in Church Road. It has its own
unique identity, history and values, schools, churches, pubs and societies: we are and have always been "Combe Downers". I am distraught to discover that the
Commission proposes, llke Solomon, to split our historic vlllage entlrely ln two by drawing an arbitrary boundary running north to south down the Long Drung - a historic
footpath which runs from North Road to Church Road. lhls will leave half of this historic vlllage displaced Into an entirely alien ward to which we have no relationship or
relevance. People whose family members are commemorated on the village war memorial will no longer be living in C ombe Down. The family homes of Harry Patch, the
most famous of C ombe Downers who is buried in the original parish church, will be displaced Into another ward. lhls Is a rldlculous proposal and must be reconsidered.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Susan Burt

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to abject to the proposed boundary changes of Combe
Combe Down is not. In fact Combe Down village has a very strong
more, spllttlng the vlllage this way, divides the Combe Down mines
Is proposed to be part of Claverton, and therefore I consider that I

Down. Dividing the village like this gives a sense of a divided community, something that
sense of community and is continually working to strengthen this spirit further. Further
and the historic value of Combe Down. I llve over the Combe Down mines, In the area that
llve In Combe Down and that I am part of this thriving community.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Trevor Burt

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to abject to the proposed boundary changes of Combe
Combe Down is not. In fact Combe Down village has a very strong
more, spllttlng the vlllage this way, divides the Combe Down mines
Is proposed to be part of Claverton, and therefore I consider that I

Down. Dividing the village like this gives a sense of a divided community, something that
sense of community and is continually working to strengthen this spirit further. Further
and the historic value of Combe Down. I llve over the Combe Down mines, In the area that
llve In Combe Down and that I am part of this thriving community.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amanda Buss
11 February 2018 13:03
reviews
Ward changes in Bath

Dear Sirs
I am writing to raise my concerns in relation to proposed changes to the Lansdown Ward in Bath.
Living in this area, we feel very much a part of Lansdown and involved in our community, which is
centred around St Stephens. The proposal to move us to Kingsmead would materially affect this
community spirit, particularly as Kingsmead is much more of a commercial area. I cannot see that
this would be in the interests of the local residents. We feel that we would very much wish to
remain within Lansdown ward and I hope that you look at alternative proposals before taking the
proposed actions.
Yours faithfully
Amanda Buss

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Butters <
18 February 2018 23:15
Owen, David
Boundary Commission Proposed Changes to Combe Down Ward

From: Mr and Mrs D E Butters

Dear Mr Owen,
We moved from London to Bath in September 2010 and to Combe Down one year later.
We wish to record our objection to the proposed boundary changes as they affect Combe Down
for the following reasons:
- whilst in most other towns or cities Combe Down would be regarded as a suburb our experience
on the ground is that it has a strong identity as a village with an important social history in the
overall development of Bath.
- the traditional village centre is around The Firs playing field, The Avenue and Church Road with
its shops and churches. Under the proposed boundary changes this centre would be now placed
on the eastern edge of Combe Down village.
- we are aware that those inhabitants who it is planned will become part of the new Claverton
Down Ward generally feel that their sense of place and belonging is being denied; Harry Patch
who lived in Tyning Road would we are sure turn in his grave at the suggestion.
- as a detailed site inspection will indicate the Long Drung is an artificial boundary which would be
more naturally set at Shaft Road / Combe Grove -the design and layout of many of the streets
which it is planned to exclude from Combe Down have an unusual intimate feel and are an
important aspect of Combe Down’s development.
-with the construction of Mulberry Park, which is to be welcomed and much needed, there may be
some concerns about the overall size of Combe Down Ward. In our view this is secondary and it is
far more important to maintain, with natural extensions, a cohesive and vibrant Ward with a strong
sense of identity.
We trust that these comments are helpful in your further deliberations.
Yours sincerely,
Kate and David Butters.

1

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

E B

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I don't think it's a very good idea to cut the historic village of Combe Down in half.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Helen Cameron

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:

Proposal for Oldfield Park Ward I object to current proposals on the grounds that the new boundaries would not reflect community interests and identity.
Current the ward of Westmorland is a strong community despite the unacceptable volume of HMOs. The community and ward councillors have worked hard to
create community groups and projects to safeguard the community and promote a better balance In the area. The eastem side If the new boundary proposal Is
predominantly lndustrlal with llttle ln common with the western side with ls mainly resldentlal with student presence and has many active community projects.
A more suitable proposal to safeguard and continue to facilitate and reflect community interests and identity would be to have one councillor for the eastern
side from Brougham Hayes eastwards and two councillors on the western side of Brougham Hayes. Having this division would also make the ward more
manageable for counclllors to focus their efforts to relevant Issues to those within the communities. Having such a large ward would not serve the Interests of
the wards well, dllutlng focus and cohesion of such mixed uses.
Uploaded Documents:

None Uploaded
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fred Carpenter
15 February 2018 18:26
Owen, David
Combe Down Ward Boundary Changes

The heart of the Combe Down Ward is the village where all the services are based and all of the
older and oldest dwellings are closest to. These dwellings are often linked together by a series of
drungs and back lanes which are a significant factor in the historic uniqueness of the village of
Combe Down.
How strange that a line can be drawn along a 'drung' and this then be the proposed new
boundary, which splits the representation of the older heart of the village in two. Why would
'Combe Downers' at the heart of the village want to be represented by and be part of the
Claverton Ward which is separated by open countryside and has its heart more than a mile to the
east?
There is a more natural boundary to the east at Shaft Road or to include the dwellings of Paddock
Wood.
If total numbers of people represented within a Ward is really that critical ?? Then why not make
the necessary adjustments to the proposed Western boundary where more recent housing has
developed. Many years ago when I lived on Entry Hill the house was included in the Lyncombe
Ward, but now it is proposed to be within the Combe Down Ward?
Please redraw the line to the East at Entry Hill and redraw the line to the West further along to
include all that is traditionally Combe Down.
Fred Carpenter

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bob Carter <
19 February 2018 10:56
reviews
FW: Lambridge Ward Bath/BANES proposed changes to representation from two Councillors to
one.

Dear LGBC,
I should make it clear in relation to the email copied below that I am a resident and vote in Larkhall.
Bests
Bob

Bob Carter

From: Bob Carter
Sent: 19 February 2018 10:54
To: 'reviews@lgbce.org.uk'
Subject: Lambridge Ward Bath/BANES proposed changes to representation from two Councillors to one.

Dear LGBC,
I write to register my objection to the reduction in voting rights by halving the number of Councillors for Lambridge
for the following reasons:
The proposed replacement Larkhall Ward is much smaller geographically and will effectively split the very active and
naturally cohesive community.
St Saviours Church will be excised from the Larkhall Ward when it is an important focus for the community it serves.
Parts of Claremont and Fairfield Park will be removed when in reality they are naturally connected to Larkhall.
People living on the east side of the A46 will be excluded when again they are orientated towards Larkhall in their
activities and interests. Instead they will vote in Batheaston with which they do not associate themselves as readily.
Your criteria in considering the review of boundaries includes as important principles the preservation of the
community and that any changes should result in convenience and be efficient. Neither of these are achieved by the
current proposals and I submit you should seriously consider changes to accommodate them and to avoid public
disenchantment and encourage engagement in local politics.

1
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

DEE CARTER <
19 February 2018 19:55
reviews
Lambridge Ward Bath/BANES proposed changes to representation form two councillors to one.

Dear LGBC,
I write to register my objection to the reduction in voting rights by halving the number of
Councillors for Lambridge for the following reasons:
The Replacement of Larkhall ward is much smaller geographically and will effectively split the very
active and naturally cohesive community.
St Saviours Church will not longer be in Larkhall, neither will those living in Dowding Road, some
of St Saviours Road, Claremont and Fairfield Park.
These changes certainly do not preserve Community or will be efficient and convenient.
Further there is also a risk of inference of Gerrymandering
Delia Carter
Resident and Voter of Larkhall
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

David Chalk

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Re Westfield Parish Boundary: I disagree with comments regarding my proposal to change boundary between Westfield and Radstock. Westfield, as a parish
would not become unviable as stated due to the transfer of a small amount of electors from the former to the latter. Westfield would reduce by approx. 150
electors giving It a total of 2304 per counclllor. This figure would stlll be more than eight other 2 member wards, more than six other 1 member wards and
roughly slmllar to 5 others. If these wards are deemed to be viable then Westfield should be seen In the same llght. The transfer of electors would also not
overburden Radstock. Some of the properties involved are adjacent to Radstock Town Centre. On a related issue, the transfer of Camerton Parish to Radstock
Ward also makes no sense geographically. It would make more sense to include Camerton with Timsbury as there is a much closer link here.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Jose Elizabeth Chambers

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
The current proposals for altering the boundaries of Combe Down are, I believe, seriously flawed. Combe Down retains a strong village identity linked to • its
hilltop location, • its historic boundaries, • its unique contribution to the development of Bath (Combe Down's quarries were the source of much of the stone
with which the Georgian city was built} • Its active and engaged community. Today's Combe Down sustains a flourlshlng network of workplaces, schools, pubs,
eating places, Interest groups, clubs and societies. Its electorate needs to be represented by counclllors who know and value the Interests of the village as a
community entity. The proposed new boundary to the east, along a much-used pathway known as the "Long Drung," slices the village in two, cutting off a
significant chunk of the characteristic mixed housing and workshops, much of which clusters round the village's characteristic narrow side-roads and pathways,
whllst the Long Drung Itself leads Into Church Road, one of the key roads of the village. This proposed boundary also places Bath's only remaining quarry
outside the Combe Down boundary as well as the allotments used by many villagers. The boundary to the east needs to extend at least to Shaft Road. Combe
Down's identity is essentially still that of a hilltop settlement, set apart from the city below, so that the extension of the boundary to Perrymead, at the base of
Ralph Allen Drive, is also unhelpful. Perrymead has no links to Combe Down. To the west, the proposals extend too far into Odd Down, itself an area with a
distinct identity quite separate from Combe Down.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Elizabeth Chapman

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
It is appropriate that both the Ascension Church and Oldfield Park Junior School in Claude Avenue is included in the Oldfield Park Ward. They are bath active
and prominent within what is viewed as the Oldfield Park Community.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Judith Chubb-Whittle

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I consider that the removal of Stanton Drew parish from Clutton Ward and its inclusion in
Chew Valley ward is logical & reasonable change to the boundaries. Stanton Drew Parish
has closer ties with the transport, education and rural housing issues to Chew Valley as it
is in the Green Belt and more rural than Clutton ward. Clutton ward does have some land
is in the Green Belt & rural land but also has substantial settlement developedare along
the busy A39, a conduit for commuters to Bristol and heavy goods transport. In addition,
Stanton Drew is topographically separated from Clutton by a substantial and high ridge,
further exacerbating the separation in functional relationship and settlement form on
either side of the ridge. Clutton ward is more akin to the Somer Valley. I support the
changes to the boundaries proposed.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Darren Clark

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:

Looks like the new boundaries have been drawn by the same civil servant that divided India at the end of the Empire! I currently reside in Athens wonderful
community of Larkhall and wish to remain so. I believe the boundary between Larkhall and Walcott should continue down Claremont Road, across the London
Road and straight down Rlngswell Gradens to the river. I don't agree with the proposed Walcot/Larkhall boundary
Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Vic Clarke
14 February 2018 21:03
reviews
Local Gov't Boundary Commission: BANES Proposed new Chew Valley Ward.

Dear Sir/ Madam,
We write to lodge our support for the proposal to include Stanton Drew within the new Chew Valley Ward.
We have lived in Stanton Drew for nearly 25 years and have always considered ourselves to be part of the Chew
Valley Community:
My daughter attended Chew Valley School; my Rotary Club meets in Stanton Wick; we shop in Chew Magna where
we regularly use the local pubs, butchers, other shops and dentist; I am a vice‐president of Chew Valley Rugby Club,
our doctors’ surgery is in Chew Stoke, we personally have helped organise social events and concerts in Blagdon,
Bishops’s Sutton and Chew Magna as well as Stanton Drew; I go fishing in Chew Valley Lake & the River Chew; we
are past member of Bishop’s Sutton Tennis Club and sing in the Stanton Drew Community Choir which draws its
members from throughout the Chew Valley.
The list above refers to some, not all of our activities and connections with the Chew Valley, and we are sure that
just about every resident of Stanton Drew has a similarly strong connection with the Chew Valley Community.
It has always seemed odd to us that Stanton Drew is included in the Clutton Ward, rather than a ward within the
Chew Valley. Clutton is remote from and has little or no community relevance to the Parish of Stanton Drew.
Yours sincerely
Vic & Sandra Clarke
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Kate Clark

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I am against Lark.hall being divided up into two different wards. I think it's boundaries should remain as they currently are. I feel it would be unacceptable ta
divide a community up in such a way and I am shocked that it is being proposed. Lark.hall has a wonderful community and it is vital that it's integrity is kept.
Please let lt remain as lt has happlly been for may years.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Sally Calverley

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I welcome the proposal to reduce the number of councillors in BNES, especially given that
most decisions are taken in cabinet. However, I am not convinced that the wards as
drawn properly represent the interests of the rural communities which are
underrepresented and supported by the council. In particular, the way in which the new
wards in the Chew Valley and Mendip are drawn looks rather peculiar. There is no reason
to separate the Mendip ward from the Chew Valley. Instead I would combine all three but
make it a three councillor ward, recognising in doing so that that will mean that the
Chew Valley (which has its own identity and sense of itself) has a proper voice in council.
I would also return Temple Cloud to the Clutton and Farmborough ward for similar
reasons, not least that their placement along the A37 takes them away from the Chew
Valley and they are aligned in similarities and interests (eg air quality). Having stood in
the last election for Chew Valley South, I can confirm that any candidate standing in the
new enlarged ward would have to be very fit and willing to cover a vast number of
parishes - certainly compared to their urban colleagues who have a few streets and
parishes to cover over a much smaller area. Whilst I understand the concept of making
sure that each councillor represents a similar number of constituents, nevertheless the
workload varies not by number of individual voters necessarily but for instance, the
number of individual parish meetings about planning applications or pot holes or primary
schools (which tend to be smaller in the Valley than in Bath). I think these practical
considerations should be borne in mind when dividing the wards rather than pure maths
alone. A team of councillors representing the voice and interests of the Chew Valley,
perhaps of different political hue, would be able to manage the workload involved in the
larger ward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Patricia Clothier

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:

I object to the proposed change in The council boundaries' suggested for Larkhall. I believe that if this plan is accepted I and my nieghbours will loose some of
our democratic rights. We would loose one of our councillors and they both have their strengths in the way they put forward our views.
Uploaded Documents:

None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Nick Coates

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

1: Go east to the houses just
after Shaft Road, leave out
Perrymead and come east at
the Western end to either
Midford or Entry Hill

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.
Map Features:

Annotation 1: Go east to the houses just after Shaft Road, leave out
Perrymead and come east at the Western end to either Midford or Entry Hill
Comment text:
It is patently obvious that splitting Combe Down village in two down a drung (local footpath) does not make sense. The eastern boundary
should be drawn along Shaft Road or even further east, the western boundary should then be drawn further east and certainly no further west
than midford road, possibly at Entry Rise. Perrymead belongs more naturally - because of terrain and the farmland in between Combe Down
and Widcombe - in Lyncombe or a re-drawn Widcombe.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

robert coles
15 February 2018 19:31
Owen, David
Proposed Boundary Cnages, Combe Down Ward, Bath

We write to object to the proposed boundary changes for the Combe Down ward of the City of Bath.
The change in the eastern boundary would cut the old village in half. The uniqueness of this stone built
village has been recognised by the many grade 2 listed buildings, listed both individually and under blanket
listing within conservation areas. Many of these building are within the area that the proposals would
remove from the ward. Due to the historic nature of the whole village it is important that the interest of
the old village is represented as a whole as it is now by our two councillors.
If changes have to be made the placing of the eastern boundary along Shaft Road could be a solution the
listed buildings and conservation area would then remain within Combe Down preserving the heart of the
old village. It would also retain the last working stone quarry within the village. It was stone quarrying
that led to the establishment of the village more that 200 years ago. It is worth noting that directly after
the junction of Shaft Road and North Road, North Road becomes Claverton Down Road giving a logic to
this boundary proposal.
Another option would be for the access road to Monkton Combe Junior School that intersects with North
Road to the east of number 170 to be the boundary thus retaining all the old village its listed buildings and
conservation areas as a whole although it may exclude the quarry.
Robert and Patricia Coles,
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Robert Coles

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:

We write to abject to the proposed boundary changes for the Combe Down ward of the City of Bath. The change in the eastern boundary would cut the old
village in half. The uniqueness of this stone built village has been recognised by the many grade 2 listed buildings, listed both individually and under blanket
llstlng within conservation areas. Many of these bulldlng are within the area that the proposals would remove from the ward. Due to the historic nature of the
whole vlllage It Is Important that the Interest of the old vlllage Is represented as a whole as It Is now by our two counclllors. If changes have to be made the
placing of the eastern boundary along Shaft Road could be a solution the listed buildings and conservation area would then remain within Combe Down
preserving the heart of the old village. It would also retain the last working stone quarry within the village. It was stone quarrying that led to the
establishment of the village more that 200 y ears ago. It ls worth noting that dlrectly after the Junction of Shaft Road and North Road, North Road becomes
Claverton Down Road giving a loglc to this boundary proposal. Another option would be for the access road to Monkton Combe Junior School that Intersects
with North Road to the east of number 170 to be the boundary thus retaining all the old village its listed buildings and conservation areas as a whole although it may
exclude the quarry. Robert and Patricia Coles,
Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Martin Cook

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I would like to strongly object to the amalgamation of the Westmortand ward into the Oldfield Park ward. Our ward has a strong independent sense of
community and this is clearly evident through the Westmoreland Residents' Action Group which as a community group organises the litter picking, the
snowpatrol and speedwatch group. The demographic of our ward which Is prlmarlly resldentlal, HMOs and student accommodation, does not flt with the Oldfield
Park which has the addltlonal Issues of commerclal properties and therefore does not flt with the second aim of this proposal the suggests that the pattern of
the Wards should, as far as possible reflect the interests and identities of local communities I don't believe that with a ward so large that the local residents
will get the same level of support from there elected councillors; geographically the ward is physically too big. As residents at present we have elected
councillors who represent the Interests of the community, counclllors who are very proactive approachable, focused on the needs of the local residents and
community and know ever every street and Issue within the ward. With the size of the ward being proposed, residents wlll not get the same level of
commitment from councillor, who will all have different political agendas and this conflicts with point three of the proposal, which is aimed at promoting
effective local government. I appreciate the first aim of the proposal, to create fairer representation/work load for councillors and would therefore suggest that
the boundary of Westmoreland represented by two Councillors be amended bringing the streets to the west of Brougham Hayes into the ward.

Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Nigel Cottell

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
What this document doesn't spell out, and what would be useful, is the number of
councillors representing Bath as opposed to NES after reorganisation. At present, Bath
councillors are in a minority and this is unacceptable to most Bath citizens. As part of the
reorganisation it should be mandatory that only Bath councillors can vote on Bath City
matters and vice versa.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

SUBMISSION TO THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOUNDARY COMMISSION
RE: BATH AND NORTH EAST SOMERSET COUNCIL REVIEW
SPECIFICALLY: OBJECTION TO THE PROPOSED BOUNDARY BETWEEN COMBE DOWN WARD AND A
NEW CLAVERTON DOWN WARD
EVIDENCE: MAPS THAT SHOW THE HISTORY OF THE URBAN DEVELOPMENT OF COMBE DOWN

INTRODUCTION: “That ward boundaries should – as far as possible - reflect… identities and
boundaries should be identifiable.”
1. This submission uses historic maps to demonstrate that the urban development of Combe Down
is such that it is a distinct spatial entity and geographically separate from Claverton Down. The
urban settlement of Combe Down developed because of stone quarrying (both surface and
underground) which gives the community a strong identity to this day. The proposed boundary
change would introduce a new ward boundary through the centre of the historic core of Combe
Down’s settlement along a feature that has minimal modern significance. The applicant suggests
that a ward boundary further to the east between Shaft Road and Ralph Allen School would be
more appropriate and better reflect the historic industrial and cultural development of both
Combe Down and the new Claverton Down Ward.
2. Thorpe’s Map 1742.
This map shows the earliest development on Combe Down. Distinct urban features are Mr Allen’s
House (Prior Park) and a terrace of houses built c1727 for workers on “Mr Allen’s Free Stone
Quarry”. This was a significant quarrying operation that produced much of the stone for the
construction of Georgian Bath (1720-1840). Stone blocks were conveyed to Bath along a tramway
route that started from the quarries and ran down the hill to the west of Prior Park to Widcombe.

The road running east-west across the map is the improved turnpike route Bradford Road/North
Road (1763). The road marked “To Combe” is nowadays called Shaft Road. Claverton Woods and
Claverton Down House are some distance from Combe Down across open downland.
The Thorpe map shows features that were Parish and later Ward boundaries, notably the Cross Keys
(coaching inn) on Southstoke Road (western boundary) and Horse Combe Brook (southern
boundary). There was no Combe Down parish at this date - the settlement was part of Monkton
Combe parish. The northern boundary was through open country to the north of North Road.

3. Cottrell’s Map 1852.
This map has been re-oriented north-south for clarity. The distinct features of Prior Park and
Combe Down village can be seen. The village has expanded to the east where Tyning Road and
Gladstone Road have a sprinkling of houses and gardens. The area of land south of North Road
was subject to underground quarrying for Bath Stone. The land to the north of North Road had
generally poorer stone and was subject to opencast quarrying. Quarrying can also be seen at this
date in land beside Shaft Road (Upper Lawn Quarry is still operational today).

Continued…

4. Ordnance Survey 25 inch 1904.
Development of the ‘Combe Down Village’ is clear. It now has a parish Church (Holy Trinity 1841)
and a school (1830) and the urban development has infilled to both the east and west of the
original 1727 settlement. Claverton Down settlement can be seen to the east, past the Combe
Down Quarries around Shaft Road and the Combe Down Plantation. Open downland still
separates the two settlements.

Continued…

5. Ordnance Survey 25 inch 1939.
Little urban development occurred between 1904 and 1939 – a few of rows of terraces on
Combe Road and North Road and the odd house built on exhausted quarries by Shaft Road.

The ‘Long Drung’ along which it is proposed that the Combe Down and new Claverton Down ward
boundary will pass can be seen running SSW from the route hub at the junction of North Road, The
Avenue and Ralph Allen Drive. It is a narrow path, probably part of the medieval packhorse track
that led up from Widcombe, skirting the “Prior’s Park” (a former deer park) and heading south
towards Midford to join the old Roman road to the south. In no way is it identifiable boundary, there
is nothing either side of it to warrant it forming a ‘boundary’.

Continued…

6. Ordnance Survey 25 inch 1969.
The map exhibits little change other than the new secondary school (Ralph Allen School) and
some urban infill in old quarries. The underground quarries were judged to be dangerously
unstable in the 1990s and were filled in during a major engineering project on 2004-11. Planning
restrictions (the Bath World Heritage Site and Cotswold AONB abut here) mean that little
development took place post-War or is likely to take place. The buildings marked Claverton
Down in the north-east of the map extract were an isolation hospital that was declared
redundant. This site is now an office development (Wessex Water).

CONCLUSION
7. This submission is designed to illustrate that the communities of Combe Down and Claverton
Down have distinct geographic identities and the proposal that a ward boundary between them
should run through the centre of the urban settlement in Combe Down goes strongly counter to
this geography.
8. It is suggested that, based on the observation of the maps, that the boundary between the
future Claverton ward and existing Combe Down ward probably occurs between Shaft Road and
Ralph Allen School.
9. Combe Down has a distinct cultural history related to stone mining which will form part of
anther submission.
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Comment text:
I feel that Magdalen Avenue and Park Avenue are more connected to and integrated with
our local shops and community in Bear Flat than to Oldfield Park. These streets are
separated by the main Wells Road from the rest of the ward. I feel the main road would
be a more natural boundary than the one proposed.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Graeme Cuthbertson
17 February 2018 14:44
reviews
Larkhall Boundary changes.

Dear Sir/Madam
As a resident of
Lower Swainswick I would like to express my concerns about the proposed
boundary changes to the current Lambridge ward.
Logic would dictate that the boundary should be the A46 to the London road along to St Saviours road and
then to Claremont encompassing Wallace Road, Dowding Road.
There is a good community spirit in this area and would seem to be a shame for this to be compromised.
Yours Faithfully
Graeme R. Cuthbertson
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